New Alcohol Study Is Mostly Hype. Journal, Authors, Media to Blame
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Alcohol is bad again. Sometimes, epidemiologists tell us it's good, but today, they're telling us it's bad. What else is bad? The study that arrived at that conclusion.

Published in *The Lancet*[^2] -- a journal that has shown a worrisome trend in sensationalizing unremarkable research -- a new paper concludes (and advertises prominently in its abstract) that consuming an additional 100 grams of alcohol per week (roughly an additional one drink per day) increases a person's risk of stroke, coronary disease, heart failure, fatal hypertensive disease, and fatal aortic aneurysm.

The media, as usual, put the results into proper context, discussing the limitations of the study and telling people not to be overly concerned.

Just kidding. This is the headline[^3] from *The Guardian*:

**Extra glass of wine a day 'will shorten your life by 30 minutes'**

**Drinking is as harmful as smoking, and more than five drinks a week lowers life expectancy, say researchers**

From this information, a reader of would conclude: (1) A glass of wine will shorten your life by 30
minutes; (2) Drinking is just as bad as smoking; and (3) More than five drinks a week will lower your life expectancy. Two of those statements are completely wrong, and only one might be true. Maybe.

The Journal and the Authors Hyped this Study

The study’s findings were not terribly remarkable. In fact, there is reason to be skeptical of them.

Problem #1. The study did not properly adjust for all confounders [4]. A confounder is any factor that is associated with both the exposure (in this case, alcohol) and the outcome (in this case, various types of cardiovascular disease and death). One of the most famous examples of confounding occurred when a study concluded that coffee caused pancreatic cancer. The authors did not adjust for smoking, which was associated with both drinking coffee and pancreatic cancer. As it turned out, coffee drinkers were also likelier to smoke, and it was the smoking that killed people, not the coffee.

In this alcohol study, the authors adjusted for age, sex, smoking, and diabetes*. That's good, but it's not sufficient. There are other confounding factors that are associated with drinking and cardiovascular disease or death, such as profession, socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, diet, and exercise frequency. It is entirely plausible that people who drink every day also have other lifestyle factors that are associated with cardiovascular disease, such as a poor diet or lack of exercise. Maybe heavy drinkers have stressful jobs.

The point is that the alcohol may not be to blame. However, we can’t determine this from the study because the authors didn’t even bother to collect data on it.

Problem #2. People who drank 100 grams of alcohol per week had a lower risk of all cardiovascular diseases. It's only when cardiovascular disease (CVD) is broken down into various subtypes that the data show higher risk for one type of CVD and lower risk for another type of CVD. For example, the risk of stroke increases, but the risk of myocardial infarction (heart attack) decreases. Overall, people who drank 100 grams of alcohol per week did not have a higher risk of death. It's not until a person consumes two drinks per day (~200 grams per week) that the data suggest an impact on mortality. (See figure.)
That means that the authors purposefully highlighted the scary data (i.e., each additional 100 grams of alcohol increases some types of CVD) and downplayed the bigger picture -- namely, that 100 grams of alcohol isn't dangerous. Why? The authors have a specific mission in mind, and they admit it in their paper: "These data support limits for alcohol consumption that are lower than those recommended in most current guidelines."

**Problem #3.** Scientific studies need to make sense within the context of what else is known about the topic. Europeans drink more alcohol than Americans [5], yet they (Western Europeans, anyway) have longer life expectancies. How do the authors explain that?

**Problem #4.** Because the authors didn't find any damning data for people who consume 100 grams of alcohol per week (again, that is roughly one drink per day), they shifted their focus to people who drank more than that. They concluded that people who drank 200 grams per week (about two drinks per day) had a shorter life expectancy of six months. Not only is this finding subject to the same confounding problems mentioned earlier, it's not a clinically meaningful result. If a person expects to live to be 85 and instead dies at age 84.5, who cares?

The only clinically meaningful data was for people who had roughly 2 to 3.5 drinks per day or roughly 3.5+ drinks per day. Those groups had shorter life expectancies by 1-2 years and 4-5 years, respectively. Of course, that's not a surprise. These people are alcoholics.

**Problem #5.** The Guardian's coverage was particularly atrocious. They quoted one professor (not associated with the study) who said, "This study makes clear that on balance there are no health benefits from drinking alcohol." That's not at all what the study showed. In fact, it showed the opposite: 100 grams of alcohol per week was linked to less overall cardiovascular disease.

**Problem #6.** I e-mailed the lead author, asking about many of the problems I cited above. She did not respond*. I will be charitable and assume it's because she was too busy to respond, but she wasn't too busy to respond to either the BBC or The Guardian, both of which sensationalized the study. That makes me think that this media frenzy was precisely what the authors wanted.
Problem #7. *The Lancet* also ran an editorial[^6] that said, "The drinking levels recommended in this study will no doubt be described as implausible and impracticable by the alcohol industry." The implication is clear: Anyone who disagrees with the paper is a paid shill for Big Alcohol. That's not science; that's propaganda.

Given that *The Lancet* has behaved bizarrely in the recent past -- such as when it praised Karl Marx[^7] -- we suspect this endorsement of ideology over evidence won't be its last. How unfortunate.

*Update (17-April-2018):* Four days after this article was published, I received a response from the lead author. Her answer on confounding is worth discussing:

> In etable 5 we further adjust for education, occupation, self-reported health and red meat consumption. We observed very little attenuation. In eFigure 20 we also performed subgroup analyses for white vs non-white. We observed little difference in association estimates.

That is good, though it's a little odd that this information was buried in an appendix. Despite the additional adjustment, however, diet, exercise, socioeconomic status, and race/ethnicity -- all of which are important confounding factors -- are not completely accounted for. It is also worth noting that "self-reported" data are notoriously unreliable. People routinely underestimate (lie about?) how much alcohol they drink[^8]. That fact alone casts the entire study into doubt.
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